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Abstract Prestressed concrete is commonly used in
a wide range of applications, yet on rare occasions
spalling problems have been reported for concrete
structures prestressed in two directions. The tensile
behaviour of concrete may be affected by prestressing; consequently a number of experiments have been
performed to reproduce this load combination on
laboratory samples. Tests were carried out in a
compression-tension triaxial cell suitable for the
independent application of a lateral confining pressure, as well as a direct axial tension load. Results
reveal a measurable but limited reduction in concrete
tensile strength with a confining pressure of a similar
magnitude as the prestress (order of magnitude of
10 MPa). Further experiments were conducted at
higher confining pressures, in both confined tension
and in triaxial extension, in order to generate an
overview of limit state behaviour for the studied high
performance concrete.
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1 Introduction
Prestressed concrete is commonly used in a wide
range of applications, from bridges to reservoirs. The
main features of this technology consist of limiting
both the tensile areas in bent concrete sections and the
macroporosity of a concrete structure by closing the
tensile cracks located in it. Even though it is widely
used, some applications may reveal rather unusual
problems. In the case of a two-direction prestress,
spalling has only rarely been reported, which means
that in the external area of the structure (between the
prestressing cables and external surface), concrete
blocks become detached from the structure. Even
though this phenomenon does not affect short-term
structural stability, corrosion problems may arise in
the long term and air or water tightness of the structure
may be adversely affected: the spalling phenomenon
therefore must be prevented.
This study is aimed at characterising the concrete
behaviour in confined tension (CT), as well as
identifying the effect of prestress on tensile strength
and evaluating the ability of typical criteria to predict
this limit state. Since such loadings primarily concern
prestressed concrete, a high-performance concrete
(HPC), has been chosen for study given its widespread use in most prestressed structures.
Experimental biaxial tests have been conducted on
concrete plates by Hussein [1] and others, while
hydraulic fracturing in confined tension has been
studied by Visser [2]. Moreover, the behaviour in
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triaxial extension of various medium-strength concretes under similar confinement (between 17 and
69 MPa) has been studied by Kotsovos and Pavlovic
[3] and Newman [4]. To the best of our knowledge
however, no experiment has ever been conducted on
the tensile behaviour of a high-performance concrete
under a wide range of lateral confining pressures (i.e.
from 10 to 250 MPa).
The series of tests performed will be described and
their results presented in the next three sections:
uniaxial tests in Sect. 2, confined tensile tests in Sect.
3 and extension tests in Sect. 4. An analysis of results
plus a comparison with some typical triaxial extension criteria will then be discussed in Sect. 5. As for
notation, r1 is the axial stress, Pc the confining
pressure, p the mean pressure, and q the differential
stress. For purposes of the present article, these
values are all considered to be positive when in
compression.

and grounded. The TPB tests were conducted on 10
9 10 9 40 cm beams. All results shown are for an
approximately 300-day old concrete kept in water
after machining.
2.2 Results of the uniaxial tests
2.2.1 UC tests
For these tests, the samples were instrumented with
three strain gauges (two of them are axial and the
other is circumferential). A ball joint and accurate
alignment were used to avoid bending. The displacement of the press plates was measured with three
LVDT sensors. Three tests were performed to
characterise the compression strength of the HPC,
with the mean compressive strength equalling
71.7 MPa. The mean peak deformation was 0.26%.
The results of these tests are shown on Fig. 1. The
stress–strain curves display an elastic-brittle behaviour which is typical for this kind of HPC.

2 Uniaxial characterisation
2.2.2 Three-point-bending tests
2.1 Material and samples

Table 1 Composition of the studied HPC
3

Identifying the tensile behaviour of concrete by means
of bending tests is a common practice; it allows
recording the post-peak tensile behaviour with a stable
displacement-controlled test, in addition to estimating
the fracture energy. Instrumentation on the three tests
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The mixture of the studied concrete is given in
Table 1. Both the uniaxial compression (UC) on
small concrete cylinders, and the three-point-bending
(TPB) tests on small concrete beams were performed
in order to characterise the uniaxial behaviour of this
particular concrete. The material characteristics,
including compressive strength, Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio and tensile strength, have been
identified from these test results.
All the CT and UC tests were carried out on
10 9 20 cm cylindrical samples that were cored, cut
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Fig. 1 Results of uniaxial compression tests: axial stress r1 vs.
strain components e1 (axial, on the right) and eh (circumferential, left)
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Fig. 2 Results of the TPB tests: bending load F vs. maximal
longitudinal strain e (solid lines) and the identified Mazars
model (dotted line)

undertaken consisted of a strain gauge on the bottom
side, where fracture should initiate, plus a set of five
LVDT sensors for measuring displacements both at
mid-span and on the other two loading points. Results
are displayed on Fig. 2. Due to both the nonlinear
constitutive behaviour of concrete and the inhomogeneous stress state in bending, tensile strength can be
identified through simulation of the TPB test with a
robust damage constitutive model for concrete, i.e. the
Mazars model [5].

3 Confined tensile tests
3.1 Experimental set-up
3.1.1 Triaxial cell
The same servo-hydraulic press has been used for all
the confined or unconfined tests. The Schenck
Hydropuls press has a capacity of 1,000 kN and
contains a very accurate force sensor. The confinement unit is able to generate a confining pressure of
up to 70 MPa via a pressure multiplier. The confinement fluid is a hydraulic oil for high pressure
systems. The cell itself was modified from a
conventional triaxial cell in order to be able to apply
tensile stress on the sample.

Fig. 3 Section cut of the alignment system

3.1.2 Bonding system
The adhesive Sikadur 30 is used to bond the concrete
sample with the steel loading heads. A system was
designed to bond the concrete specimen and loading
heads in addition to offer alignment control (Fig. 3).
This system consists of a hollow cylinder fitted with
six micrometre screws to ensure alignment and
parallelism. The limitation therefore is only set by
the geometrical flaws of the sample, which remain
relatively small. Over the bonding zone, an adhesive
crown allows reducing stress concentration effects
(see Fig. 4). No rupture was observed within this
zone when using the given system.
3.1.3 Strain measurements
Strain measurements have been conducted by means
of two axial gauges and one circumferential gauge.
An LVDT sensor was placed outside the cell
between the press plates so as to ensure that
gauge measurements were correct. Since maximum
aggregate size equals roughly 2 cm, 5-cm gauges
were used to guarantee a homogeneous strain
measurement.
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3.1.4 Sample protection
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Fig. 5 Typical load path of a confined tensile test: axial stress
r1 vs. confining pressure Pc

A membrane is necessary to protect the specimen
from contamination by the confining fluid during the
confinement process. This protection system has been
derived from that developed by Gabet [6] and Vu [7].
Surface porosity was first opened with a small punch
and then filled by a mortar, Sikatop SF 126. Two
1-mm thick latex membranes were then placed
around the specimen and an additional 0.5-mm thick
neoprene membrane applied to chemically protect
these membranes.
3.2 Load path and test results
Tests were performed for three confining pressures
(10, 15 and 25 MPa) and without confinement in
order to explore the effect of confinement on the
tensile behaviour of concrete. The specimens were
subjected to the following load path: slight axial
prestress, confining pressure Pc, and tensile loading.
A typical load path is shown in Fig. 5. Three tests
were carried out for the 10 MPa confining pressure so
as to evaluate test result dispersion (see Fig. 6. For
this pressure level, mean tensile strength is 3.12 MPa
with a 4% dispersion. Figure 6 indicates that for up to
a 5.10-5 strain, test results are very similar. Slight
scatter is observed beyond this level due to localisation phenomena, which may or may not be captured
by strain gauges, depending on their specific
locations.
Tests at various confining pressures are compared
in Fig. 7. The initial tangent modulus is similar from
one test to the next, yet the damage threshold seems

Fig. 6 Confined tensile tests at Pc = 10 MPa—tensile behaviour comparison: axial stress r1 vs. axial (right side) and
circumferential (left) strains e

to drop as confining pressure increases, and the
tangent modulus beyond this threshold decreases with
rising pressure. The axial strain corresponding to the
axial stress peak shows little change across all tests,
with the peak stress value decreasing as confining
pressure increases. It clearly appears that a relatively
small confining pressure, up to 25 MPa, does not
exert a dramatic effect on concrete tensile strength,
which remains around two thirds of unconfined
tensile strength. Biaxially prestressed concrete
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Fig. 8 Triaxial extension test load path: axial stress r1 vs.
confining pressure Pc

Fig. 7 Confined tensile tests—tensile behaviour comparison at
various confining pressures: axial stress r1 vs. axial (right side)
and circumferential (left) strains e

therefore maintains a tensile strength similar to that
of ordinary concretes, and above 2 MPa, and the
spalling observed cannot simply be explained by the
biaxial compression stress state.

4 Extension test
4.1 Experimental protocol
In order to obtain a more comprehensive view of the
behaviour of this HPC study specimen under triaxial
load paths with one direction in extension, an
additional test was conducted. The press used for
this test, called the Giga press, offers a much higher
capacity than the Schenck press: it is able to apply a
mean pressure above 1 GPa on concrete cylinders
with a 7-cm diameter and 15.5 cm high. The Giga
press, specifically designed for triaxial compression
tests, can also perform extension tests but not tensile
tests. A much higher confining pressure is applied
during the extension test in order to broaden the study
range, and this pressure also serves to avoid entering
into the tensile area at the end of the load path, which
is beyond the limitations of the press. Pressure was
set equal to 250 MPa, and the load path is shown in
Fig. 8.

4.1.1 Strain measurements
As opposed to what is often stated, such as in
Schmidt [8], it remains possible to obtain reliable
measurements from gauges at very high pressure
provided the appropriate protection system is used, as
demonstrated by Gabet [6] and Vu [9]. Strain
measurements proceed by means of an axial LVDT
sensor, combined with one axial gauge and two
circumferential gauges. This set-up therefore differs
slightly from that used on the confined tensile tests.
The gauges are only slightly longer than the maximal
aggregate size of the concrete. The two circumferential gauges prove necessary due to the inhomogeneity
of the concrete sample. The mean value of the two
circumferential gauges will thus be considered for all
subsequent graphs.
4.1.2 Sample protection
The impacts of a higher confining pressure must be
prevented by introducing stronger protection. The
principle remains the same as in confined tension (see
Sect. 3.1.4), but the multilayer protective latex
membrane is now 6 mm thick, with an additional
1 mm of neoprene.
4.2 Tests results
Figure 8 shows the load path for this extension test;
This path differs from that used for the confined
tensile tests. It begins by a quasi-hydrostatic loading,
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Fig. 9 Triaxial extension test: axial stress r1 vs. axial (LVDT)
and circumferential (mean circumferential gauge mOG)
strains e
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Fig. 10 Triaxial extension test : mean stress rm vs. volumetric
strain ev

with lateral pressure being directly set by a fluid,
while the equivalent axial pressure is reproduced
using the axial jack. Stress on the axial jack then
drops slowly. The loading rate during the hydrostatic
phase equals 0.45 MPa/s, and during the extension
phase, the strain rate is 7.10-4 s-1.
Figure 9 provides results of the extension test in
terms of axial stress vs. axial and circumferential
strains. Figure 10 exhibits the volumetric behaviour
of this sample for the same test. This figure displays a
rather long linear phase during the hydrostatic part of
the loading, up to 150 MPa of confinement. This
value can be compared with the results obtained by
Gabet [10] and Schmidt [8] in their respective works,
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Fig. 11 Triaxial extension test—deviatoric phase: deviatoric
stress q vs. axial (LVDT) and circumferential (OG2 and OG3)
strains e, from which the hydrostatic strain can be deduced

which show that this linear phase lasts about up to a
stress roughly twice the simple compressive strength.
Volumetric behaviour (ev = e1 ? e2 ? e3) is contracting from the beginning of triaxial unloading (see
Fig. 10), and heavily contracting by the end of the
test. The opposing effects of a decrease in mean stress
p = rm = 1/3 9 (r1 ? 2Pc) (dilating effect) and an
increase in absolute value of differential stress
q = r1 - Pc (contracting effect) lead to a contracting
effect, even if only the circumferential gauge with
minimal strains (OG2, see Fig. 11) is taken into
account when calculating volumetric behaviour
(ev = e1 ? 2 9 e2).

5 Analysis of the test results
5.1 Effect of the confinement on the tensile
behaviour
The effect of confinement on tensile strength can be
analysed within a stress space. Figure 12 shows the
tensile strength under both confined and unconfined
tests into the (p, q) plane, where p is the mean stress
r1 þ2Pc
and q is the differential stress r1 - Pc. It is
3
worthwhile to note that all four points are well aligned.
Moreover, the uniaxial compression test underscores
that the yield surface in triaxial compression is
significantly higher than in extension (Fig. 12). This
result confirms that the tensile or extension meridian of
the yield surface for concrete is lower (closer to the
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Fig. 13. Up until this stress level, the failure limit of
this HPC can be approximated with a few of the more
typical linear yield criteria, yet not with parabolic
criteria.
5.1.2 Comparison with other confined tension
and triaxial extension tests

Fig. 12 Limit-states in the p–q plane (square), as observed
under confined tension. Linear approximation and its symmetric part in triaxial compression (solid lines), compared with
uniaxial compression (triangle)

The only results from comparable studies on various
concretes available in the literature were obtained by
Kotsovos and Newman [13] and Mills and Zimmerman [14], as cited in [15]. Kotsovos’ study combined
three different concretes, characterised by their
compression strength (32, 47 and 62 MPa), and
different levels of confining pressure between 17 and
69 MPa. Results from the range of tests have been
combined in a q/fc vs. p/fc plane with great consistency between tests, and have been modelled by a
power law approximation of failure states within this
plane. The exponent for the triaxial extension meridian that Kotsovos identified lies close to 1, i.e. 0.86.
Results from the present study will now be
combined with those obtained by Kotsovos and by
Mills and Zimmerman in Fig. 14. Both of these
studies are complementary in this depiction, since the
confined tension tests performed on the HPC specimen exhibit a lower p/fc ratio than the Kotsovos
ratios, and since the extension test on HPC yields a
much higher reference point. It then clearly appears
that a linear approximation provides a good representation of the failure surface of all tested concretes
within this q/fc vs. p/fc plane. Recent tests conducted

Fig. 13 Representation of limit-states in the p–q plane of
confined tension and extension tests (triangle), with the
corresponding linear approximation (solid line)

hydrostatic axis at the same pressure) than the
compressive meridian, as explained by Chen [11],
and observed by Kotsovos [3] and by Jiang et al. [12],
albeit with a very different setup.
5.1.1 Comparison between confined tension
and extension
The remarkable alignment of the limit-states in
confined tension has been confirmed at higher mean
stresses. Although its load path differs slightly, the
extension test performed at a confining pressure of
250 MPa clearly confirms the trend, as can be seen in

Fig. 14 Representation of the limit-states in the q/fc vs. p/fc
plane for five concretes, along with their corresponding overall
linear approximation
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by Wang and Song [16] show that mass concretes
with a high aggregate ratio have an extension
meridian close to that shown here. These results
have been obtained in confined tension and serve to
confirm that this meridian is linear at low mean
pressures.
Given that triaxial extension tests at high confining
pressure are rare, it is impossible to extrapolate these
results for normal strength concretes above Pc/fc = 1.
A comparison however is possible with results from
various experimental set-ups presented by Seow [17].
Such comparisons reveal that at higher levels of p/fc,
the linear approximation is no longer valid. Though
not interpreted in this manner by Seow, the compilation of results also clearly indicates that up to
Pc/fc = 1, the linear approximation remains valid. As
seen in Fig. 13 however, this linear failure surface is
also easily validated for the HPC specimen, at least
up to a confining pressure of 250 MPa, which
corresponds to Pc/fc = 3.6. The potential difference
between the various concretes lies in their respective
volumetric behaviour. While normal strength concretes are usually dilating from the beginning of the
deviatoric phase (see Kotsovos’ tests in [3]), our HPC
is obviously slightly contracting at high pressure
level.

5.1.3 Comparison with typical models
used in confined tension
It is well known that geomaterials are pressure
dependant, which makes it straightforward therefore
to analyse test results in the J vs. p plane where p is
the mean
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ stress and J is the von Mises stress.
(J ¼ 3J2 where J2 is the second deviatoric stress
invariant). In the present study, J = |q| where
q = r1-Pc is the differential stress. The analysis
will be carried out in the q vs. p plane.
Plasticity models are often used to describe
concrete behaviour, even for loadings that lead to
the fragile rupture of concrete. Their respective
advantages and drawbacks will not be discussed
here, but it would still be interesting to check which
models output a yield surface that is compatible with
previous results. Model families are basically characterised by two criteria. First, the shape of the yield
surface within a deviatoric plane can either be
circular (no influence exerted by the Lode angle),
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hexagonal (Tresca-derived criteria) or triangular with
rounded angles (as introduced by Zienkiewicz et al.
[18]). Second, the shape of the meridians can be
linear (Drucker-Prager criterion [19] and its derivations) or curved (von Mises-Schleicher criteria and its
derivations), without considering possible yield surface closure at very high pressures, which has not
been investigated in this paper.
First of all, these tests have confirmed that the tensile
meridian must be lower than the compressive meridian, which is a normally accepted finding (see [13 and
15]), and can only be modelled through a yield surface
that is roughly triangular in the deviatoric plane. These
tests however also shed new light on the tensile
behaviour of concrete under relatively low confinement (i.e. with p/fc \ 1). All tests performed and found
in the literature tend to prove that the failure surface in
strictly confined tension (i.e. r1 \ 0 according to our
signs convention) is linear.
For the tested HPC, the failure surface is linear up
to a much higher pressure than that shown in results
from Mills et al. [14] for an ordinary concrete
(fc = 29 MPa). Previous authors have demonstrated
that the failure surface of an ordinary concrete tends to
curve at moderate pressure confinement (p/fc & 1).
Plasticity models using a parabolic criterion for low
pressures are therefore not the best suited for modelling concrete failure in confined tension. This is
especially true with the MSDP model, developed by
Aubertin et al. [15], which is a blend of the von
Mises-Schleicher criterion at low pressures with the
Drucker-Prager criterion at higher pressures.
Although this criterion seems to operate well in
triaxial compression, previous results have shown that
the opposite mix would be more accurate in triaxial
extension. Recent upgrades of the Extended Leon
Model (ELM) by Pivonka et al. [20] indicates the
possibility of having a curvy yield surface that closely
resembles a cone in the low pressure area. Such a
criterion could offer a quite accurate solution for
ordinary concretes, even those featuring relatively
high-performance. But the simplest and most accurate
model for describing the observed extension part of
the failure surface is the three-parameter WillamWarnke model [21]. The Drucker-Prager yield surface
is simply modified to integrate a Lode angle dependency that reduces the failure level in either triaxial
extension or confined tension, in comparison with the
meridian for compressive triaxial stress states.
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6 Conclusion
The tensile behaviour of a high-performance concrete
under both very low confinement and under higher
confinement has been investigated herein. Results
appear to be in agreement with previous studies on
normal concretes for the low confinement range, i.e.
while the axial strength is tensile (\0). For such a
confinement, the difference between ordinary concrete
and high-performance concrete is not visible in the q/fc
vs. p/fc plane. The typically curved tensile meridian of
the limit state surface has not been encountered since
the tensile meridian is linear up to a 250-MPa
confinement. The observed spalling cannot be
explained by a decrease in confined tension strength,
which remains above 2 MPa in prestressed concrete.
When all stresses are compressive (i.e. Pc [ r1
[ 0), the HPC failure surface is still linear within the
meridian plane. An investigation of the Lode angle
influence, e.g. by means of triaxial compression
testing, might help define a fully 3D failure and yield
criterion for HPC. Such an approach could confirm
whether the three-parameter Willam-Warnke criterion
is accurate for only the tensile meridian or for both
tensile and compressive meridians in the case of HPC.
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